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learning about' instruction:
questioning strategies

A PERSONAL WORKSHOP

by

Lawrence F. Lowery

This self-directed, personal workshop focuses upon teacher initiated

questioning strategies And the relationihip of the strategies to

students' thinking._ Althliugh you will learn many ideas ancidevelop

various skills from experiencing this workshop, three major goals are

identified below.

As a result of this workshop, you will'

be able to:

1. identify and classify types of
questions in terms of their po-
tential effect upon students'

thinking.

2. use each type of question stra-
tegically so as to facilitate
the development of students'
thinking processes.

3. assess yourself in terms of
knowledge and ability related

to questioning strategies.

This workshop Is self-instructive. It utilizes written materials,

audiotapes, videotapes, And students in your classroom- It is supple-

mented by a program and support system which includes instruction,

experiences for, practice, discussions, and -i-ndtvIdual-conlemences.,
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This book on Questioning Strategies is onelof several Being developed

under the general heading "Learnihg About ... Series" by the Univehity of

California CoOperativeTeacher Preparation Project (UCCIPP1 The total

series is composed of three sets of books on three educatio al themes: The

Learner, instruction, The Curriculum.

The project, an alternative instructional model for t acher education,

is being implemented through cooperation of the School of ducation of the

University of California, Berkeley, the Lawrence Hall of S fence, and the

Mount Diablo and Vallejo Unified School Distri ts. Approx mately 45 begin-

ning teachers, both elementary and secondary, pend one year of pre-service

preparation and their first two years of classroom teaching within the pro-

gram. The project represent$ an effort to manage a much larger portion of

the beginning teacher's experience than has hitherto been attempted. One

major objective of the project is*to assist new teachers and the experienced

teachers working with them in becoming regular evaluators of their own

instruction. Participants in the program are.taught to use materials and

techniques that help assess stages of Intellectual development in students,

to identify and prescribe learning activities commensurate witktheir .

students' intellectual development, and to use techniques for assessing

their interactions with students. The research objective of the project is

to determine the effectiveness of the model program in developing the

instructional` style of beginning and experienced teachers.

The "Learning About ... Series" is being developed through the resour-

ces of the School of Education and the Lawrence Hall of Science,-University

of California, Berkeley. The research dimension is being funded through a

grant from the National Science Foundation.
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t

Effective questioning is but one of several processes which ca,t help

learning to take place. Questions may be initiated and controlled by. the

teacher (as in mos \classrooms) or may be initiated by the students (as

in inquiry development programs). , This book considers only the teacher

initiatedoand controlled/questions

Research indicates that teacher initiated questions can be valuable

in enabling students to learn and to develop ways to learn. When properly

phrased, questions can motivate and sustain interests, develop and modify

attitudes, stimulate thinking, facilitate fresh ways to deal with ideas

and problems, and elicit certain cognitive' processes such as recalling,

inductive and deductive reasoning, and sfticulating.
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I

Part of the art of instruction is to select and use questions that

directly affect the thinking skills/Of students while avoiding questions

that are trivial, misleading, confusing, or manipulative.
0

This personal workshop will help you improve the effectiveness of

your,questions through insights into the ways you can actually use ques-

tioning strategies with your students. Briefly, the method used in this

workshop is to introduce, you to several types of queitions, provide'd.lf-

ferent ways for you to develop and practice your ability to identify each

type, then show you how too draw simple maps or profiles that somewhat

objeCtively describe your own questioning strategies with students.

Begin with Workshop A in the next section, and continue through the

subsequent self- instructional workshops at your own pace.

8
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WORKSHOP

defining types of
-teacher initiated questions

The se of"this self-workshop is to provide deft itions

for he different types of questions that teachers might ask
in instructional situations. At theend of this workshop,
you should.be,able to recall the basic types.

. _

A question is a question is a question until one recognizes differences
among them. Some questions are narrow they structure the learning

R situation toward a planned, specific goal. Some questions are broad
they structure the learning situation toward unplanned, divergent out-
comes. Other questions are independent of the learning situation in
that they are dot directly related to the purposes of the instruction.

YOur skill at questioning-depends upon your familiarization of a few
basically different types of questions that might be asked in instruc-
tional settings. These types are defined on the following pages.

3



1. Narrow Questions

I

1

Certain "correct" answer related to it; when
.

uestion, the teacher is hoping for a planned,
e are two types of narrow Auestions: direct-
focusing questibns.

A narrow question has a
a teacher asks a narrow
convergent outcome. The
information questions an

a. Direct-information Questions

These questions require the student to recall information or
to recognize information that is readily at hand.

"When was the steam e irte invented?"

"What is the largest ty in California?" '

"What did we find out about that yesterday?"

"What kind of animal, is this?"

"According to the chart, how many natural
e ements have-been found on earth?"

"What national parks have you visited?"

Such questions are useful if you wantathe student to recall a
fact, define -a term,-identtfy something, o_ r give an answer that
has been learned by rote memory. Who, wh t; where, when, -how-
muct how many, and the like are direct-1 formation questions
wirers the-4audent_is_askedto'recall the information cr when the
information is at hand.

Responses to direct-information questions J11 often be one
word or shoat answers: To respondOhe student must be able °

to remember or recognize intemetiOn.
.....

As part of Aa strategy, direct-inforMatiOn questions cap be used
to reestabljfsh what has gone on in a previous experie* or to
establish a base of informatiohjupon which new knowledge wi,11
depend,' These questions are. generally effective at 'the begin-
ning of a lesson to "set a stage" or at the end to "bring out"

por reemRhasize_key points and/or bring about closure on an
idea or topic.

L
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'I

b. Focusing Questiaii

These questions-require the student to develop a particular idea
or answer by leading him toward it through clues as to what the
answer is or cues as.to appropriate' methods of obtaining the
answer.'

Examples:

"How does this give you an idea about how the plant
ccalle,es on 'the process ,of photosynthesis?" ,

4tt W'leather rots quickly .in moist ground., whit' do
you conclude about the ,soil' conditions when

scientists find remains of leather footwear
excavation site?"

"In what way is the-Spanish language like.the
Italiqn language ?"

"What can you spy about the chargesof these two
electrically' chaiged balloons which ai"+

attracting each other ?(

4"41,1*
Such questions are useful if you want the student to gpmpare,

$ contrast, associate, explain, or state relationships. Ulho, what
where, when, how-much, how many, and the like can be focusing'
questions, when the information is not availableAltd the answer
must be derived through. clues or a process of analysis and

induction.

To respond to focusing questions, the student must know certain
-facts, be able to associate and put them together, and give an

explanation in his own words.

As part of a strategy, focusing questions can be used to guide

,
the student toward a particular idea that you have in mind but

/ that you want the student. to develop in his own terms. ti

12



2. Broad Questions

A broad question has at least several different acceptable responses
related to it; wHen'a'teacher asks a broad question, the teacher is
hOping for unplanned, divergent outcomes. There are two types of
broad questions: open-ended questions and valuing questions.

a. Open-ended Questions'.

These questions allow the student to explore freely in his own
terms, without restrictions and with only minimal guidance by
the teacher.

Examples: ,c
f

. .

"What might another explanation tbr answer) be ?"

"What could be done to solve this problem?"

"What other factors might be involved?"

"What predictions can you make about what is going
to happen?" k

"Haw can we go about deciding which is bettern.

Such .questions are usefuleif you want to encourage he student to
synthesize ideas, hypothesize and develop a meaningful solution,
deduce and predict, or organize elements into afresh pattern
that was not clearly recognized before.

Responses to open-ended quesiions are rarely predictable, and the
method of investigation is-the responsibility of the student. ,

As part of a strategy, open-ended questions can broaden the field
of study being pursued or structure it wfthout indicating the
nature of the response(s) or the appropriate method for obtaining
the solution(s).

6
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b. .-Valuing Questions

Valuing questions ask the stulent to make a cognitive or an
a_ffective evaluation or to explain the criteria used in mating

such an evaluation.

Examples:

"What makes you like.the'firet poem better than the

second poem?"

"Why do you say this is the best order for arranging
these objects?"

"Why would you like or not Like to live in England?"

Nhat &you think about the accuracy of the author's
conclusions?"

"What is your opinion of the government's decision
to . . .?"

"How' do you feel about . . .?"

"What do yoL think about . . .9"

"How did you feel when . . .?

Such questions are useful if you want the student to organize

knowledge, formulate an opinion, take a self-selected position,

share feelings, or become aware of his feelings or the feelings

of others. Valuing questions might require justification of a

choice, defense of a position, or evidence for a judgment.

To respond to valuing queitions,.the student must use combina-

tions of operations used for other types of questions. For

\exaipie,the student must recognize or recall bits of information,

note relationships among the bits, then synthesize and analyze

them before evaluating,

14.
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3. Miscelianeout.Quetjons

Questions that are not directly related to thilopic of instriiction,
such as requests for assistance or compliance, and questions that do
not develop the student's thinking, such is rhetorical questions, can
be identified as miscellaneoft questions.,

Examples:

"Can everyone hear?"

"Will you please raise your hand if,you wish to speak?"

"Shalt we begin the test?"

"Should we make a list of these.onthe board?"

Nannals can be identified by the hair or fur on their
bodies, czn't they?"

"That is true for most of us, isn't it?"

"How many pf you would like to try his ?"

Any question can function rhetorically when the teacher supplies the
answer or when the question is not followed by enough time for students
to 'respond.'

15
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Now fill in the blank boxes in the hierarchy of questions -shown
below by recalling the- four basic types 'of questions described

on the previous pages.

See if you cell also provide a definition for each of the boxes.

ITypes of
Questions

Misc.

I

Narrow Broad

1 111.1 Im1

9

ea
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WORK VSP B
identifying types
of written questions

The purpose of this self-workshop is to provide youmith
the means to practice identifying questions, Following
this workshop, you will be able to identify and claasify,
five types of questions from a listing of written
questions.

A matrix, like the one shown below, can be used to identify questions
conveniently. This matrix will be used throughout this book. TO
indicate how it can be used, the following three examples have been
scored on it.

1. "Which planet is closest to the sun?"
(Direct-information Question)

2. "Shall we Zook at our books to find the anSWer?"
(Miscellaneous Question)

3. "What would happen if you turn the handle to the right?"
(Focusing Question)

2
3
4
5
6
7

Types of
Questions

Misc.

Narrow Broad

Direct Open-
Info.

Focusing
ended Valuing

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

15
18
17

18
19

Ski, _

10

O
co0

6
z
com
0
m20



A practice set of written questions and a matrix are presented on
. the next two pages. Try to identify the types of questions Wand

mark them on the matrix.

Although you can't detett inflections in written queitions, you can
identify the questions at your own pace; thus, you will have tide
to think carefully about the different types.

Workshop Guideline

A strategy that you might find helpful when trying 'to
identify and classify questions is to decide first
whether the question is miscellaneous, narrow, or
broad. Then, if it is a narrow question, decide:;.,
whether it is direct-information or focusing; if it

is a broad question, decide whether it is open-ended
or valuing.

'When deciding between direct-information and focusing
or between open-ended and valuing questions, you may
find it helpful to analyze what type of thinking each
question requires --whether 1) recall or recognition
of information, 2Y analysis of,cues, and induction to
arrive at a particular answer or idea, 3) free and
undirected investigation, or 4) evaluation.

11 - h18



PRACTICE QUESTIONS

1. "Is honesty important or not?".

2. "Who will close the window?"

3.- "The word Troduce is the name given the answer to what kind of
arithmetic problem?"

"If distance is increased between the two masses, looking at the
formula, what do you think will happen to #e force?"

5. "A verb is a word that expresses action, right?"

6. "What col4d be done to solve the problem?"

7. "What do'you' like best about Thanksgiving?"

8. l' Now let us think about the film we just saw. What are some of
the similarities among different tribes' ceremonial behaviors
after planting crops?"

9. "How did you feel when you weren't chosen?"

10: "Suppose.you had been the. girl in the story; what would you have
done to help the old man?"

11. "What do we call this?"

12. "When you repeat this experiment, what things do you plan to do
in order to make your results more accurate?"

13. "The shortcuts you have learned for multiplying by ten are useful,
aren't they?"

14. "Which do you thinkIis best to use?"

15. "What happens to the answer of a three-part multiplication problem
like 21 x 53 x 46 when the numbers are placed in reverse order?"

16. "What are the names of the three branches of the Federal Government?"

17. "Here is a map showing only the transportation routes in a country.
Where are the three most important cities in this country?"

18. "How much of the earth's surface is covered with-water?"

19. "Which group wants to make its presentation first?"

20. "How might we find out?"

ti
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PRACTICE MATRIX

SYNOPSIS OF CAIEGORES
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

t Types of I
\Questions

Narrow I Broad

Direct Open-
Focusing

Info. ended
Valuing

Now that you have identified and classified the written
questions, you might like to see how someone else classi-:
fied them.

To find out, turn the page

13
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1.

7

8

9
10

' '1121

13
14
15
16

g
19
20

ANALYSIS OF PRACTICE QUESTIONS'

Here is how the UCCTPP staff identified the set of wrijten questions. If
the scoring, raises some questions in your mind, please note them in the
margins, then talk to a staff member about them.

ITypes of:
Questions

INariow

Direct

1

Broad

_L._ _I_ _L._
ocusing

open
valuing

Info, ended

.v

V

V

V

V

21

1. Valuing. Asks for an opinion.

2. Miscellaneous. Deals with class-
room.management rather than with
content of lesson.

3. Direct-information. Asks student
to recall part of a definition.

4. Focusing. Gives clues ("looking at
the formula"), asks student to ana-
lyze and arrive at, a_particular idea.

5. Miscellaneous. No answer expected.

6. Open-ended. Calls for freeexplora-
tion of the problem.

7. Valuing. Asks student for an
affective judgment.

8. Focusing. Asks student to analyze
clues (scenes in the movie) and to
develop particular ideas in his own
terms.

9. Valuing. Asks for heling,

10. Open-ended. Asks student to explore
freely and amid up With novel solu-
tions to a problem

11. Direct-information. Asks student
to recall the name of something.

12. Open-ended. Asks student to solve 'a
problem; give4, no clues.

13. Miscellaneous. No answer expeitied.

14. Valuing.' Asks for a judgment.

15. FocUSing. Expects student to arrive
at a.particular idea through analysis.

16. Direft-information. Asks for recall
of facts.

17. Focusing. Asks for analysis of clues
(6om a map) to obtain a correct answer.

1". Direct-information. Asks for recall.

19. CliscOlaneous. Deals with classroom
procedure rather than content of lesson.

20. Open-ended. Calls for free exploration.

14



4 WORKSHOPC

*a.

ma ing a profile
of sc ed questions

The purpose of this workshop is,to'provide you with a means

for analyzing scored questions statistically. Afte this

workshop, you will be able to bargraph scored quest'ons and

. analyze them in termsof percentages.

One good way to organize the information from a matrix s that trends

and patterns can be readily recognized is to mike a prof le in the form

of a bar graph.

Added tethe matrix shown is a form that
may be used to construct such a profile

conveniently. To use this form, simply
darken the corresponding number of spaces

on the form. Note that when a sample
interaction contains 20 questions, you
can read the percent of total questions

from the right side of the profile.

Use this form to practice constructing
a profile of the questions you have

just\classified.

Some questions to ask yourself: a°

1. Were the sample questions balanced
among types or was one type used,

more than any other?

2. How would the graph look if you
wanted to have students express

their feelings?

3. How would the graph look if you
used questions to have students

recall information,they.had
studied?

4. What percentage of questions
were focusing questions?

15
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WORKSHOP D
p

classifying questions
from a transcript (1),

The'purpose of this workshop is to provide'y u with

work-estions from a transcript. Following this/work-
shop,

a means to practice identifying and
q

shop, you will .be able to identify and classify
five types of questions contained in a written
transcript. .

The .i'011owing is a transcript,of verbAl interactions taken in an .

imaginary clas5room. A numeral is placed after each question asked
by the imaginary teacher. ,Identify the numbered questions on one of
the assessment sheets found at the back of this book, then tally the,
types of questions on the graph to obtain a profile of the questions,
used.

23
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DESCRIPTION .OF SETTING
FROM WHICH TRANSCRIPT WAS MADE

Setting: 35 students arranged in rows facing teacher at front'of room
1.

Grade Level: Sixth

Topic: Social Studies unit on Mexico

Prior to the lesson, the students read about and researched'
information on oneof the earliest civilizations that ardhe:-
ologists have found in Central Mexico. The t acher's goal
for this part of the lesson was, to have stu-den s recall
fadtual information from their readings. The ,acher,
intends to use this info ation to discuss what'it would
have been like to have lfv in that civilizatio,

BEGINNING OF TRANSCRIPT

Teacher: Would you please put your pencils down, put your spelling books
away, and take out youi social studies textbooks? (1)

Class does what is asked.

Teacher: Richard, will you tell us what page we were discussing'yesterday?
(2)

Richard: It was page 48.

Teacher: Thank you. Will everyone turn to page 48? (3)

Students find page 48.

Teacher: Yesterday we were discussing the photograph on this page. If I
remember correctly, we were saying that the pyramids shown indi-
cate that the pre-Hispanic civilization was quite advanced. How

didtfie photograph indicate this to usl (4)

Hermine: The size of the stones used in the construction.

Teadher: Can you use the photograph to shoid us what you mean? (5)

Hermine: The stones are so Large (points to the stones) it took acme
mechanical equipment, maybe levers and pulleys, to move and
lift them. I guessksome mathematics had to be used to do this
too.

Are you saying,that because these early people knew mathematics
and used simple machines, this indicates they were quite
advanced? (6 -

Hermine: Yes. .

Teacher:

17
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'A 5,

o-

leather: Whatelaeviid we learn frafthe photograph? (7) . .

icrili ,We thought the people kheW'something about staffs and planets.
,..-

,

thcher: What indicated this to uSr(8) :
,

Ken: The pyranida are- called the sun and moonplizzida, and they
are built to face in certain direcitiona.

Teacher: And what aboue(their ability to design things? (9)

Paul: They were pretty good artiste. You can see the carvings and
paintings on'their buildings.

.

, '4

Teacher: That'a fine. This helps us remember some of the things we
were talking about yesterday. At the end of'yesterday's les-
son, we had some questions we wanted to get more information
about:' One question was, "How long ago did, these people live
in this of Mexico ?" Did anyone find an answer? (10)

,,..

ez,

Hands are raised.
. .

Teacher: Nancy,. what did you find concerning when these peolk lived?
(11)

Nancy: I checked two sb6ces, and scientists aren't.surdihow old 'the
. civilization Was: They do know that the civilization had dii-

appearedirom the area before the Aztecs arrived about 2000
years. ago.

Teacher: What do you mean by disappeared? (1'2)

Nancy: They left the areavithout any trace. ,Where are no signs that
people were killed or died of sickness. They left all their
buildings and things, but the people vanished.

Teacher: How, did your" references account'for the disappearance? (13)

Nancy: One book said that there might have been a volcanic eruption
nearby that ruined their fieldaso'they couldn't grow anything.
This forced the people to move away..

Teacher: What referencesourcas did you use? (14)

Nancy: , The Word Book Encyclopaedia and our social studies book on
Mexico.

Teacher:. Did anyone else find other information on this question? (15) '

Hands are raised.. Teacher points to Dave,

Dave: I checked the Encyclopaedia Britannica,and it said the same
thing:

25
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Teacher: .Scientists don't seem to know when the civilization existed,
but they do,know some things about how they lived.. Although
we haven't read about this yet, how do you think most people

made a living in this ciOilization? (16) teAi

Larry: Most people grew food. They were farmers.

, Henry: Many of them made things. They carved wood, they wove blan-

kets, and.they made, pottery.

John: They had big market places where they would trade the things
they made and grew.

Teacher: Their life was certainly different from our's Today. Suppose

you could live in those early times. Based upon what you

know, what do you think the life would be like for you? (17)

Paul: I wouldn't have liked it., It would have been too much hard

work.

Dave: There wouldn't be any school because you would probably 1/4.1ve

to help grow and make things.

Teeither: Who would teach you haa.to do this if there were no schools?

(18)

Dave: You would learn from your parents and family. L'o'ur home would

be your school.

Teacher: What are some of the thing you might enjoy doing? (19)

Phil: I think it would be fun to visit the market piaceS,'amd I like 4

to make things so I think it would be fun to make th el to

take to the market..
IV

TeaCher: Can you name some,oi6r civilizations we have studied that ar

similar to this onb? (20)

The class continues . . .

r -

END OF TRANSCRIPT

If you wogld like to compare your 'identification of the questions

the identifications made by others, turn the page.

If you have any questions concerning the identifications;disCu§s them

with any staff member.

19
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ANACYVS CIF TRANSCRIPT (1) QUESTIONS

I Misc.

Types of I
Questions
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Info. ended
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.

.
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(1) Miscellaneous. No answer is expected. Also,
the que;tion doeh not pect-iin to the lesson,
but simply is preparatdry.in getting the lesson
started.

(2) Direct information. Asks for liae recall of
information.

(3) Miscellaffeous. No answer is expected.

(4) Direct information. Asks students to !remember

what was discussed earlier.

Focusing. Asks the student to utiliz the

photograph to clarify her statement. i her
own terms.

(6) Focusing.' The teacher bas rephrased/ideas of
the student and asks,the student if hey
have been rephrased properly to foc upon the

student's idea: 1

(7) Direct inforMation. Aaps,for earlier information.

(8) Direct information. Asks for a more precise
recall.

(5)

(9)
"'

!

Focusing. The teacher is cluing the students
toward remembering other previously discussed
information.

(10) Miscellaneous. Question does not develop
students' thinking on the topic but is simply
used to obtain.information that indicates

which students can be called upon.

(11) Focusing. This question continues to converge
on the topic and the student can state her
findings in her own words.

(12) Focusing. Asks for clarification in the

student's terms.

(13) Focusing. This question continues to converge

on the topic.,

'(14) Direct Information.

(15) Miscellaneous. Question.is used as an e
indicator, as in 10 above.

(16) Open-ended. Student; have not yet studied this
topic, thus, any response should be acceptable.

(17) Valuing. Asks students to express their judgment.'

(18) Open-ended. There is no indication that a
apecifde response is expected, The teacher

will accept whatever the student says.

. (19) Valuing. Asking for students to,express their
feelings.

(20) Direct information. Asks for ,

Here are some questions to discuss with colleagues:

1, Did the teacher meet his/her gimlsin the transcript lesson?
. 2. Did the types of questions 'contribute to the lesson?
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I::
WORKSHOP I;;

classifying quesVons
from a transcript (2)

.

The purpoeeof this self-workshop is to provide you
with additional transcript material,, or practice.

If you would like more practice in identifying and classifying written
questions, the transcript on the next two pages can be used.

A numeral is placed after each question asked by the imaginary teacher.
Identify the numbered questions on one of the assessment sheets found
at the back of this book, then lally the types of questions on the '

graph to obtain a profile of them.

4 41
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DESCRIPTION OF SETTING
#

FROM WHICH- TRANSCRIPT WAS MADE

Setting: A conversation between a'teacher and one student

Topic: 'The teacher (1) is trying to find out what the student .(S)
knoigs and how the student feels about cities.

BEGINNING OF TRANSCRIPT

T: When someone says the"word "city° to you, what do you think of? (1)

S: Buildings, movie stars, and lovely flowery.

T: Bow does a-city amen to you? (2)

S: Well, it smells very pretty, but if it gets po//Uted.it smells

polluted.

T: What, is a polluted city? (3)

S: It'd where everybody just throOs their trash around throws ugly

beer, cans and wine bottles all over the city. They throw out their

dirty traah and everything.

T: So you think a city is polluted when there's a whole bunch of trash

around? (4)

S: Yeah.

T: lrhat other things do you think about when you say "city?" (5 no

ause)' Can you touch a city? (6)
a

S: Iles, you can.
t

sT:
i

In what ways? (7)

S: By just putting your hand down there and touching it.

T:' What does a eity-ftel Zike when you touch it? (8)

S: Kinda rough.

T.. Kind of rough? (9)

S: It doesn't feel soft because the buildings are made rough on the

outside and smooth on the inside.

a 29 t,
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T: What city are (ou from? (10 no pause) What cities are you

familiar with? (11)

S: I've been in Santa Monica, Concord, and Las Vegas.

T: Are those cities different in any way? (12)

S: Las Vegas is very different.

T: How is it different?' (13)

S: Las Vegas is much prettier.

What d; you meal by "Prettier?" (14)

S: There's not much trash around and there are bright lights at
nighttime. You go down the street and see all these lights.
They are so pretty you want to smile, and I do.

T: In what city were you born? (15)

S: Santa Monica.

T: Where is Santa Adnica? (16)

S: I don't know.,

T: How does Santa Monica differ from Las Vegas? (17),

S: Santa Monica'hds a beach: I wish Santa Monica's beach was in

Las Vegas.

T: Are you saying that you like Las Vegas more than. you like Santa

Monica? (18)

S: Yes.

T: How long did you live in Santa Monica? (19)

S: About 10 years. Weipe only lived here a year. I'm 11 now.

T: How long did you. live in-Lai, Vegas? (20)

S: I never lived in Las Vegas.. We just visited there last summer.

END OF-TRANSCRIPT

To comppre your identification of questions with the tdentifiCation

made py others, tuin the page.

Z
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ANALYSIS.OF TRANSCRIPT (2) QUESTIONS

ITypes of
Questions
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(1) Open-ended. Invites free exploration.

(2) Valuing. Asks student to make a judgment.

(3) Valuing. Asks student to explain his criteria
for the evaluation he made in response to the
preceding question.

(4) Focusing. The teacher has rephrased the
student's ideas and asks the student if they
have been rephrased properly to focus upon
the student's ideas.

Miscellaneous. Not enough time is given for

the student to respond.

(6) Open-ended. Invites free exploration.

(7) Open-ended. An extension of question 6.

(8) Valuing. Asks student to make a judgment.

(9)44pen-ended. Teacher gives no indication that
he Wants a predetermined definition and asks
the student to respond openly.

(10) Miscellaneous. Not enough time is given for a

reply.

Direct-information.

(5)

(11)

(12) Open-ended. Asks for free exploration; no
particular answer is expected.

(13) Focusing. An extension of question 12.

(14) Valuing. Asks student to explain his criteria
for the evaluation he made in response to'the

preceding question.

(15) Direct-information.

(16) Direct-information.

(17) Open-ended. Similar to q estion 12.

(18) Focusing. Teacher is re hrasing the student's

idea. In rephrasing, there'is a check on a

value statement. Thus t4is questiog might

25% also be classified as a ialuing question.

(19) Direct-information.

(20) Direct-information.
0%

are some questions to discuss with colleagues:

. 1. When i's, 4profile, like the one rude for these questions, appropriate?
2. How, might the questioning beimproved?
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WORKSHOP F
"21

4

classifying questions
from an audiotape (1)

The purpose of this workshop is to provide you with
the means to practice identifying and classifying
questions from an audiotape. Following this workshop,
you will be able to identify and classify Ave types
of questions contained on an audiotape.

This self-chec ing experience is similar to those in the two preceding

workshops. Th main difference is that the audiotape has captured two
additional dime sions of classroom interaction: the inflections of the
speakers and th teacher's pauses that allow student responses.

As you listen.t the interaction on the audiotape, classify each ques-

tion you hear an record it on one of the assessment sheets at the back

of this book. en this is done, consftct,a profile of the interaction.

Analysis of the uestions is on the next page.. You might,like to check

the way you clas ified the questions against the way the UCCTPP staff

classified them.

25
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ANALYSIS OF AUDIOTAPE (1) .QUESTIONS

(1) "Does anybody have ,any ideas on themi.e6 about how this thing woAk4, maybe"

Open-ended. Student is asked to explore a problem, with minimal guidance.

(2) "Can you think 06 a way we might gathetsome data to Ignd out whethet thete4
a vacuum .inside on. not?"

Open:ended. Student is asked to generate ideas on his own.

(3) "Understand what he's saying?"
Miscellaneous. Not directly related to the content of the lesson, i.e.
student is not asked to recall, deduce, Synthesize, evaluate, etc.

(4) "What woutd'you expect .to happen?"
Open-ended. Asks student to make a predication without clues or guidance.

(5) "And then what happens ?"

Open-ended. Asks student to repeat part of the hypothesis that he generated
in response to open-ended question 11.

(6) "How could we 6ind out?"
Miscellaneous: Not enough time allowed for response.

(7) "What data do we need to know about to test yowt theoty out?"
Miscellaneous. Not enough time allowed for response.

(8) "What's 40M you need to know?"
Open-ended. No specific response is expected.

(9) "How could you ',id out z6 the gas goats?" '
Open-ended. Y:lsks student to generate a solution to a problem.

(14) "You're doing an, experiment in yowt head, aren't you, in this cue?"
Miscellaneous No answer is expected.

(11) "Now does that tia you that this gas .14 heavier than aie"
F6cusing. Asks students to analyze and interpret the data (balloon filled
with gas would sink): (One tipof that tOisOs a focusing question --
there is one correct answer, but he queVio, djesn't ask for recall or
recognition of information.)

(12) "What would happen L 1 were .to eat 'a balloon mith hydrogen gas?"
Direct-information. Asks students to recall f previous experience.

113) "You still don't know whethek it'4 Ughtek o ) aA, though, do you?"
)

Miscellaneous. No answer is expected.

(14) "Now the liact that you obietve the game,heke and the gas coming out tells you
that maybe .c is a tittZe Zigkta than ait, isn't itfh'

4

Miscellaneous. No answer is expected.

(15} "Any other ?

Open-end48. Repeat of the'original open-ended question (11).

(14) "Do you undeutand what he's saying on this?"
Miscellaneous. No time allowed for response and not directly related to the
content of the discussion.

(17) what's in aint" . .
.

,

Miscellaneous. Not enough time allowed for response. d.

(18) "What's the main gas that'sin mix?"
Direct - inforation. Asks students to recall information.

(19) "How many vote hitugen?" N

Direct-information. An extension of question #18. i

(20) "How many vote oxygen?" .

Direct-information. An extension of question 018.

26
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WORKSHOP C
classifying questionS

from an audiotape (2)

The purpose of this workshop is to provide you with
additional-audiotape material for further practice.

If you decide you would like more practice in identifying and classif
ing questions, you can use the second interaction that is recorded ,on /

the audiotape.

As you listen to the i9Aevaction on the audiotape, classify each ques-
tion you hear and record it on one of the assessment sheets at the back
of this book. When this is done, construct a. profile of the interaction.

An analysis of the questions is given on the 'next page.

27



ANALYSIS OF AUOOTAPE .(2) QUESTIONS

(1) "Where As that aiangt.e. 6onmin
Direct-information. Asks student to. recognize information.

(2) "Anything et.se about the pictune that Patty's made?"
Open-ended. Asks student to.explore freely.

(3) "How about the sizeo6 her shape?"
Focusing. Converges; asks student to develop an idea about a certain aspect(size)

'of the picture.

(4) "What?"

Miscellaneous. Unrelated to content. Asks student to repeat becadse the
teacher didn't hear the reply the first time.

"What AA it then?"
Open-ended. Free exploration; any response would be acceptable.

(6) "Why does 'it took like a boat?"
Open-ended. Same as 5.

(7) "OA when Patty had it .funned t1v i4 way, .there were what?"
Open-ended. Same as 5.

(g) "Have you seen a Lot o6 .Leaves be6oAe?"
Direct - information. Asks student to recall information from his own experience.

(9) "And a Lot o6 saits!"

Direct-information. Same as 8.

'(1p) "14 thete one thing you notLee about teave4 all on the same-time?"
Focusing. The teacher has in mind an idea that she wants the student to
come up with.

(11) "And how about the sides, when the stem that 4Unb down the mddte o6 the Lead
and then, the tittle veins on each Aide?"

4 Focusing. Teacher gives more clues to the idea she wants developed.

(12) "Have you seen those, have you noticed those?"
Direct-information. Asks for infdrmation from the student's experience.

(13) "Have you noticed anything about the relationship o6 one side to another side!"
Miscellaneous. No time allowed for response.

(14) "Like Patty's this 4ide, her petatA, to this' side, o6 her Leaves to these Leaves?"
Focusing. Extension of questions 10 and 11. More clues are given..

(15) "Vo you know a woad bon something that's the same-size and the same shape?"
Direct-information. Asks student to recall a word.

(16) "Ever heaA that word, symmetticat?"
Direct-information. Asks student to.recali experience.

(5)
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WORKSHOP H
assessing

questioning strategies

The purpoas of this workshop is to help you transfer
your knowledge about' questions and your skill in iden-

tifying them in such a way that the knowledge and skiZZ
become, a useful tool in your own analysis of your in-

struction. Following several practice sessions guided

by this workshop, you will be able to asseseyour own
instructional questioning strategies.

Make one or more audiotape recordings of instructional sessions where

you are deliberately using questions. The interactions you record can

be done with any size group of students.

S lest a five- to ten-minute segment from each recording (long enough

t contain about twenty questions), identify and classify your questions

on, one of the assessment sheets at the back of this book, then construct

a' profile.

When finished, ask yourself a few questions about the questions you used

during your le'sson:

1. Did the types of questions I used contribute to the

lesson?

2. Were my questions all of one type or did I use a variy.
of questions? What percentage was there of each type?

3. How might my,questions be improved?

36
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WORKSHOP I

matching strategies ,,,;
to instructional profiles .

The purpose of this workshop is to provide you with
more practice ideas.

Shown below are three different profiles from three different lessons
given by teachers. Select one or more of the profiles and deliberately
try to incorporate a series of questions in an instructional setting to
-match the profiles. Audiotape your attempt, then use pne of the
assessment sheets at the bhck of this book to check yourself.

Some questions to ask yourself:'

1. Was the profile I selected to try, appropriate to the lesson I
thught?

2. Was I capable of asking particular types of questions when I
wanted to?

t.. _ 37
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WORKSHOP

matching goals,
to questions

The purpose of this workshop is to give you the opportun-
ity to relate types of questions to instructional goals.
After this workshop, you will be able to judge the value
of questions in terms of their effect upon students'
thinking.

6

Listed below are three quetions asked by teachers in particular
instructional situations.' It is impossible to really know each
teacher's reasons for using a partieular question, but it is possi-
ble for you to speculate on the reisons.

Use your careful judgment to answer each of the questionb below.
On the following page you can check your perceptions to hose of
thejiCCTPP staff.

1. Following'an assignment which required students to read
about the life of Einstein, the teacher asks: "In what

year was Einstein born?" What type of question was
asked? For what outcome in students' thinking might
the teacher ask this question?

2. Upon returning from a field trip to a zoo, the students
. are asked: "What were some of the animals you saw ?" What
tygrbf question was asked? For what reasons related to
thinking might the teacher ask this question?

S

3.,Following a film on migratory birds, the teacher asks the
students': "What are the major factclz influencing migratory
paths, ?" `What type of question as asked?, For-what.reasons
or goals related to students' thinking might the teacher

.411ask'such,a question?

31
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ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONS RELATED TO STUDENTS' THINKING.

Listed below are some possible interpretations that might be given

concerning the questions listed on the.previous page.

'1. This question i3 narrow and requests direct information.

Thestudent is expected to recall specific factual infor-

mation that the teacher has in mind. (The student willdo

some convergent thinking). In addition to this outcome

in a student's thinking, the teacher might have soughtto

'find out if the student read the assignment.

2. This question is broad and open-ended. The teacher does

not give any Indication that a particular answer is

sought. The student is expected to freely name oh des-

cribe any animals that come to mind. (The student will

do I some divergent thinking). The teacher might also be

s eking information on the general range of observationsk

/I?

m de Wstudents while at the ,zoo.

.

.

11101$1

3.i This question is narrow and asks the student to focus

/ upon a particular part of the film just seen. The student

is expected to identify-and describe factors that .the

.
teacher probably his in mind, but the student can state

-them in his own terms.

00
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WORKSHOP K
clapsif9ing: questions

on your own videotape

f

The purpose of this workshop is, to help you transfer

. yourInowledge about questions and your' skill in
identifying them so that they become a useful too in
your own analysis of your instruction. Following
several practice,seasiOns, you will be able to assess
your own instructional questioning strategies.

a.

Make a videotape of a session where you are deliberately using questions.
The interaction you record could be with any size group Of students.

Select a five- to ten-minute segment of this videotape (long enough to
contain about twenty questions), categorize your questions on one of the
assessment sheets at the back of this book, and construct a profile of
your ,lesson.

Li
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voRKslict 11.;

sequencing ,questions
strategically

The purpose of this workshop is to help you further
your ability to use questions effectively. After

this wirkthop, you will be..ableto consciously
se e questions to move students toward-conver-
gent or divergent thinking.

It is possible to influence the iluality, and direction of student thinking
using questioning strategies, This can be done by consciously shifting the
types of questions so as to move students from convergent to divergent or
divergent to convergent thinking when appropriate.

In the examples below, consciously shift the emphasis on thinking as indi-

cated. You might discuss your strategies.with colleagues.

I. Suppose you go Ad was to have students do more open-ended
thinking. Starting with the narrow, recall question below,
list a sequence of questions that will move students toward

your goal,.

&. "When was the Declaration of Independence eignedr

b.

c.

d.

e.

2. Following the narrow, focusing question below, list a sequence
of questions-that will move students toward thinking in terms
.of values.

,

a, "What similarities are there between motorcycles and

bicycles ?"

b.

c.

d.

e.

3. Suppose you had started a discussion with an,00e -ended question
but found the students responding invagUe and ery general terms.

You decide.to shift them toward mbre.specific. hinking. List a

sequence of questions that will.move students toward such thinking.

a. "What are some variables that must be controlled if yoU

want:to see how long a pendulum will.swing?"

be

c.

e.

41
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WORKSHOP

using questions
strategically

The purpose of this workshop is to help your further

your,ability to use questions effectively. Following

this workshop, you will be able to purposefully move
students toward convergent and divergent thinking in
inatruotionalwtpfngs.

.

In your classroom, gracttcelequencing guestions to move students from

narrow thinking to-broader' thfnking and.vice versa. 'Do this with

1,specific reasons inAlind. /

Audio- or videbtape_yourself to see how well .516u can do.this. An analysis

of your skill to sequence questions' related to students' thinking can be
made by examining the observation. sequence section oiryour personal

assessment sheet. In the example'below, it can be noted that the teacher

moved students from thinking ConvergentlY to thinking,divergently, then

back again.

When practicing, always be sure your practice is appropriate to the lesson.

.ti
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WORKSHOP N
matching types of questions
to learning processes

-Nj
The purpose of this workshop is to extend what you know
about questions. Following this workshop, you will be
able -to match types of questions to specific learning
processes.

Certain questions can be used to elicit specific learning'responses on the
part of students. For example, a narrow, direct-information question might
guide the student.into observing to obtain information, as with the question:
"What color is this?"

Listed below are seven thinking/doing learning processes. These are useful

to keep in mind no matter what subject you are teaching.

Obs rving:

CommuniCat

Comparin

Organi ing:

Expe menting:

Inferring:

Applying:

includes seeing, he'aring, feeling? tasting, smelling,
receiving.

includes verbal, non-verbal, written, and pictorial
communication.

includes equating and making comparisons, both
qualitative and quantitative.

includes classifying, grouping, ordering-, sequencing,
seriating, and sorting.

includes formulating experimental hypctheses, controlling
and manipulating variables, and relating space-time

) measurements. .71

includes synthesizing, ab3tracting, antdyzing, recogniz-
ing patterns, predicting, generalizing,' formulating
explanatory models, and theorizing.

includes using knowledge, choosing, and inventing.

1 .4

\

The sequence of the thinking/doing learning processes roughly follows a
range froM simple'to complex, from concrete toabstract, from concrete to
formal operational thinking:

,Now use the chart on the next page and try to match a question for each of

the thinking /doing learning processes. A few have been done to get you

tarted.

36
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... LEARNING.

taxszts
Direct-information

TYPES OF
4 1

Focusing

QUESTIONS

Open-ended Valuing

Observing

.

"What color
is it?"

'4ihat color would
best protect this
animal in this
environment?"

.

"What do

you see?"

"Why or why not
would these
colors be attraa-
tive to you?"

... .

Communicating

"How would you .

describe the
Zebra's color-
ation?"

- .

.

.

"What do you
mean by...?"

.

Comparing
.

.

"Which is

Larger?"
.

.

Organizing

.

,

,

/
4

.

. '

.

,Experimenting
.

,

,

.

.

,

Inferring

.

.

.

.

,

: .

-

,

i

Applying

.

...

"Using the '

materials I gave
you, how would
you make...?"

4

,
.

.
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WORKSHOP 0
practicing
questioning strategies

The purpose of this workshop is to help you transfete to,
classroom,aperation that which you have Learned about
questioning strategies and their iitilationship to specific
Learning processes. Your ability to do. this wiZZ depend
upon your praitice.

Review different questioning strategies (Workshops L and M),,then select
a learning process (Workshop N) that you think is important to ape or more
of your students. Next, audio- or videotape yourself as you'deliberatejy
sequence your questions to achieve the. goal you selected.

After assessing your tape, glecidd whether or not. you need more practice.
See how expert you can become with this instructional skilVr

$
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REVIEW OF SOME RESEARCH ON
THE USE OF QUESTIONS IN INSTRUCTION

a

Questions that are, carefully selected, properly sequenced, and

asked at appropriate times have been recognized as central to the

facilitation of learning since the time of Socrates (469 -399 B.C.).

Socrates, one of the greatest instructors of all times, 'guided

learnfhg through a method of cleverly sequenced questions and conver-

sation. To demonstrate his method, he chose alt random a boy off the

street. Although he had no.previous knowledge of the boy's experiences,

Socrates, using a series of questions, ledthe boy to dempstrate a

geometrical theorem. Throughout history, other effective teachers hive

faciitged learning through the careful use of questions.

Much has been written about questions, but research studies on

questioning as a means df teaching, both in instructional settings and

in empirical investigation, are rare. pole of the more important ones

can be organized into three categories: a) questions asked by.teachers

in instructional settings; b) written questions; and 'c) the effects of

questions upon learning.
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a. Questions Asked ByTeachers'In Instructional Settings

More than half a century agO,-Stevens (1912) found that four-

fifths of the school day' was filled with teachers' questions and

students' answers.. Yamada (1213) estimated that two-till-Hs of the

instructional time/at school was taken up with teachers' questions

and students' answers.

Apparently the instructional situation is much the same today.

Flanders ('1963) reports that two-thirds of the time in classrooms

is spent in talk, two-thirds Of the talk is done bythe teacher,

and two-thirds of the teacher talk consists of direct influence

such as presenting information or opinionigiving directions, and

criticizing. A study by Bellack and Others (1963) confirms that

teacher talk accounts for,approximately two-thirds of.the,total, time.'

spent in verbal interaction.. Floyd (1960), Schreiber (1967), and

Moyer (1967) indicate that teachers tend to spend7mosi of the teacher,

talk time asking questions. It was found that teachers ask questions

at the rate of two per minute.

Several studies have specifically focused, upon measuring the-.

frequencyof various types of questions asked in classroomS. An

early investigation into the role of questiOns in education,led

Stevens (1912) to note a dominant emphasis on memory questions. He

suggested that teachers talk too much angenerally ask questions
. .

not geared to developing students' higher cogditive functions.

In a study of secondary school teachers,!AdamsA1964) found

that the majority of questions asked were designed to elicit only .

memory of factual information.. In a Far West Regional Laboratory,

study (1967), an analysis ofteacherS' classroom questions showed

that the student acts' ty ratio as measured by the number of words

spoken by students durin taped sessions was 29%, while the teacher

activity ratio was 71%. A sample of 1,347 questions was evaluated'
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on a point system in this study. Fewer than 100 (7%) of the

questions were judged capable of stimulating reflection, and

only about 6%'of the questions were judged likely to develop

thinking. Classification of question types indicated that 42%

were concerned with memory of specific facts, 23% were concerned

with information of specific facts, 9% were direction giving, 8%

asked for criticism or evaluation, and 3% required comparisons.

The broad category of memory questions comprised 53..S% of the

total number of questions.

Guszak (1967) identified six types of questions asked by

teachers during reading instruction in grades 2, 4, and 6: 1)

recognition questions 13.5%; 2)-recall questions 56.9%; 3) trans-

lation questions .6%; 4) conjecture questions 6.5%; 5) explana-

tion questions 7.2%; 6). evaluation questions 15.3%. Recognition

and recall questions, 'when combined, represented nearly 70% of

the questions asked by the teachers in this study.

During videotaped presentations in grades K through 3,

Ruddell and Williams (1972) found that teachers used twice as

many factual as interpretive questions. Of all the questions

asked; 68% were at the factual level and 32% were at the.inter-

pretive level.

Lanier and Davis (1972) in a teacher training program de-
.

signed to instruct teachers in how to formulate questions, found

that prior to the program, two-thirds of the questions formulated

by teachers were recall questions. 'Following the program, the

proportion of factual questions was reduced while interpretive,

critical, and creative questions increased significantly. .

Other studies on the frequency with which various types of

questions are asked by teachers (Bartolme 1969, Davis 1967,

Moriber 1972, Sloan 1966, Tinsley 1971, and Wilson 1969) also:

indicate that teachers rely mainly on questions that seem to be
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aimed at the lower levels of knowledge as described in Bloom's

Taxonomy (1956). In these studies, memory questions or recognition

and recall. questions were found to account for 44% to 70% of the

total questions asked.

b. Written Questions

Pfeiffer's ()1965) examcnation''of teacher-made tests for ninth-

grade social studies, and Davis' (1966) analysis of the questions

posed in three social studies textbooks revealed a pattern of heavy .

emphasis upon lower level cognitive objectives and a general neglect

of higher level objectives.

. Rothkopf and Bisbicos (1967) compared the effect of question

placement on retention. They found that questions placed at the ends

of paragraphs produced facilitative effects. Frase (1968) found that

"post questions" produced higher'general,retention. : The advantage

existed from the first paragraph. By way of interpretation he offered

that post questions maintain pre-established reading. skillsrather

than deveL lOping them anew.

In an earlier writing, Frase (1967) stated that "short tests in-

cluded with prose facilitate retention of specific and incidental in-

formation." He offered mathemagenic behaviors as an alternate to

cybernetic hypotheses in which questions must occur before the reading.

He noted that questions before limit while'questions after optimize

mathemagenic behaviors.

Morasky-and Wilcoxt(1970) investigated the relationship between

question placement-and the time required to proces, information. They

found that questions before the paragraph reduced.reading'time.

Erase, Patrick, and SchuMer (1970) found that the advantage con=.

sistently foOd for post questions was reduced as the motivation in-

, creased. .AMnding in thts.study,thaf frequent questions reduce in-

1
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cidental learning apparently contradicts &arlier finding by

Frase (1968) to the effect that increase(' pacing of questions

favored the post question group.

Dwyer (1970) studied the effect of written questions on

learning from visual materials. He had previously deterMined.

that students who were shown detailed and realistic illustrations

of the human heart while listening to'an audiotaped lesion on the

heart did not perform as well on a criterion test as did students

whose audio lesson was supplemented by simple line diagrams. Hy-
.

pothesixing that the more realistic drawings contained so many

details that the students-had difficulty attending to those

details relevant to the learning task, he repeated his experiment

but, before displaying each visual, he displayed a set of questions

designed,to point out thebost relevant details ofthat illustration.

The students were not required to answer the questions. He found that

the addition of these questions to the learning program did not im-

prove performance on the test.

A study of written questions was made by Hunkns (1968, 1969,

1970). He prepared two different sets of written study questions,

and answer sheets to be used with a social studies text in sixth-

grade classes. One set'contained mostly knowledge questions (87%)

and the other contained more analysis and evaluation questions (48%).

(NOTE: Hunkinecategories corresponded to those in:Bloom's Taxonomy)

tleven classes (280'students) were divided into two groups, one of

which used the knowledge questions for four weeks and one of which

used the higher level quest4Wfor four weeks. At the end of the

study pertod the students took two tests, one of which was an

achievement test constructed by the researcher. It contained seven

questions'in each of Bloom's six categories:, knowledge, comprehen-

sion, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. The students

who had worked with higher level written questions achieved.sfbnifi-

0
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cantly higher total scores on this test than the students who 1. ad

worked primarily with knowledge questions. Hunkins subsequentl'

broke these completed tests down into six subtests,one for eacii

category of questions. When the data were analyzed this way, he

found that only for the evaluation questions on the test was there

a significant difference in tubscores between the two treatments.

The other text ta n.by the students was a social studies infererice

test designed to measure fotir dimensions of critical thinking:

inference,-cauti n, overgeneralizafion, and discrimination. For

each of these mensions, the scores of students in the two treat-

me t groups did not differ significantly.

The impliseations of the research on questioning in textbooks

point to the advantage of a queition position other than initial.

Although the initial question may aid the reader in more effectively

picking out an answer from prose, it does this at the expense of

incidental learnings facilitated, by questions interspersed in the

narrative. A review. of the research yields no informatioR on

questions which arecontextual, that is, a part of the reading and

not either beginning or ending it.

The mathemagenic behaviors, those which give rise to learning,

iioffered by Frase (1968) would seeti reto in cate that questions offered

in other than an initial position would h ve similar effects. Allen .

(1969) found that questions, memory level or higher order; at the end

of a passage affect learning in a way similar to the same questions_

offered before the extended passage. He stated in a later writin6'

(1970) that "aaance organizers", generalizations written on a - 1:

higher level of abstraction than the narrative that'follows, facili7

tate learning for, higher ability students only. He also, found no

support for the theory that higher order questions result in greater

retention of,fctual material.

It would seem that questions appearing in prose facilitate

learn-I-rig; 4at.the a result of the question's increasing
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the alertness of, the readef;"that the effect is greater for

students of lesser ability,end motivation; that the effect applies

to-the-retention of both specitit and tncidental material; and-

that the optimum placement for the qugstio is other than initiatory..

.1i.

c. The Effects Ofq)uestions Upon Learning

Researchers who studied the influencplof different levels'of

questions upon levels of studenti' Warning have'obtained mixed

results. In Kleinman's study (1965), the oral questioning patterns

of 23 seventh- and eighth-grade science teachers were observed.

From these observations Kleinman identified the three teachers who

asked the most critical thinking questions and the three who asked

the fewest. A test On underitanding,science was given to the

students of these six teachers. The results of the test led Kleinmah

to conclude cautiously "that the gh ability pupils in the seVenth-4

4and eighth-grades, who have teat i.that ask critical thinkii ques-

tions,. have a better understanding of science, of scientists, and'of,

methods of science than, the same caliber pupils of teachers who do :
. , .

.

not ask critical thinking questions.
,

c
4

- In Ladd and Anderson's (1970) slpidy'of oral questions, ninth-

grade earth science teachers participating in the same curriculum

were each observed during pre-laboritory discussions. The research-' \

ers calculated the percentage of inqhiry questions in these discussions

and divided the forty teachen into two groups, the. entPhigher

inquiry" and the twenty "lower inquiry" teachers. A the end of one

subjdct matter unitv the.students in these classes took amultiple

Choice test on the unit;s the test\contairfed25 log inquiry and 25

high inquiry items. The scores of students who had higher inquiry

teachers\were signifccently higher than the scores of students who

had lower inquiry teachers.

Allen 11970), working with social studies materials, found no

support for the theory that-higher order questions result in greater
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retention ot factual material. The appareni.Contradiction may be

resolved by tt1 observation that Allen confined his comments to

retention, while Kletmman'did not limit herself to the quantifiable

area of retention but moved closer to affective behavicirs5.

/-

Summary

It seems clear that much-of the average teacher's. time is spent

talking- and that the teacher, when asking questions,, does use an

extensive variety. The few types that are used tend to require studehts

to think in terms of recall' or memory. Textbooks and other written

questions also perpetuate this pattern.by predominantly posing recall 4

questions. In terms of questioning patterns, most teachers,,and textbooks

are alike.

This personal, workshop book has introduced you to a bredth of

questioning possitlilities and encourages you to learn and become ski lful

and flexible in using different types. The result will be that your

instructional pattern, in terms of,questionfmg, will be significantly

different from the pattern identified in most teachers. In addition,

you will be. able to extend the limited questions given in textbooki.

It is also clear that, researchers are cautious in thgir statements

concerning the efeNcts of different types ofiluestioni. There is a small

,

.amount of evidence that suggests that open-ended or "higher level"

questions produce better understanding,. But there are also some contra-

dictdiv findings concerning the effect of such questions upon retention.

Most nonresearch literature6vors a move toward open-ended and valuing
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typei of questions.

-7 Thephilosophy of this program is.that teachers should not

necessarily use one type more than another, but that their oats

should be the matching of questioni tothe immediate elia upon

the learner during a lessOn and that they,\evience a balance among
,

types of questions.

One problem researchers have had in studying questioninc has

beenin the identifying or training of enough teachers who can

consciously use different types. With the knowledge and skill you

devejop thrbUgh this book,-yom may be able to provide some'vaTuable_

'knowledge concerning the effect of,thehdifferent question's upon

students and how they learn'..
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